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Abstract
jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library but the state-
of-the-art static analyzers for JavaScript applications fail to
analyze simple programs that use jQuery. In this paper, we
present a novel abstract string domain whose elements are
simple regular expressions that can represent prefix, infix,
and postfix substrings of a string and even their sets. We for-
malize the new domain in the abstract interpretation frame-
work with abstract models of strings and objects commonly
used in the existing JavaScript analyzers. For practical use
of the domain, we present polynomial-time inclusion deci-
sion rules between the regular expressions and prove that the
rules exactly capture the actual inclusion relation. We have
implemented the domain as an extension of the open-source
JavaScript analyzer, SAFE, and we show that the extension
significantly improves the scalability and precision of the
baseline analyzer in analyzing programs that use jQuery.

Categories and Subject Descriptors F.3.2 [Semantics of
Programming Languages]: Program Analysis

Keywords JavaScript, static analysis, regular expressions

1. Introduction
Static analysis of JavaScript web applications often requires
static analysis of jQuery [11] because it is the most pop-
ular JavaScript library. However, the dynamic natures of
JavaScript that are heavily used in jQuery make static anal-
ysis impractical by causing scalability problems due to im-
precise analysis results. For example, an imprecise approxi-
mate value of a property name x in a dynamic property ac-
cess obj[x] may yield accessing all properties of obj at the
worst case leading to the analysis state explosion.

To alleviate such problems in dynamic property accesses,
static analysis should provide an elaborate string analysis
model for property names, but existing analyzers use sim-
ple string domains that are not enough to represent first-
class property names widely used in jQuery. Thus, the state-
of-the-art JavaScript static analyzers such as JSAI [13],
SAFE [19, 20], and TAJS [3] often fail to analyze simple
applications that use jQuery. In such string domains, for in-
stance, concatenation of a statically indeterminate value like
a random value and a constant string is approximated as any
string value, which may lead to the state explosion when a
property access uses it as a property name.

In this paper, we present a novel string domain that con-
sists of simple regular expressions. The domain is expressive
enough to represent prefix, infix, and postfix substrings of a
string and even their sets. We formalize the domain in ab-
stract interpretation [6] for the core semantics of objects, and
describe how it improves analysis precision in various ab-
stract operations such as string concatenation and dynamic
property read and write, compared to a constant string do-
main commonly used in existing JavaScript static analyzers.

For a sound abstraction, we define an order relation be-
tween regular expressions in the domain using the inclusion
relation [8, 17] between them, which states that one regu-
lar expression R1 includes another R2 if a set of all strings
that R2 matches is a subset of the set of all strings that R1

matches. While deciding the inclusion relation for general
regular expressions has been known as an intractable prob-
lem [24], we present polynomial-time decision rules for the
inclusion relation between the regular expressions in the do-
main and prove that the rules exactly capture the actual in-
clusion relation. Finally, we demonstrate that the new do-
main significantly improves the analysis scalability and pre-
cision of an existing JavaScript static analyzer.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We formally describe how to extend an analysis model of
string and object domains, commonly used in the existing
static analyzers for JavaScript, with the new domain and
prove its soundness theorem.
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1 <script type="text/javascript"

2 src="jquery-1.7.0.js">

3 <ul id="ulUsers"></ul>

4 <script type="text/javascript">

5 $(function() {

6 $.get("http://tests.jquery-tutorial.net/

7 json.php?callback=?",

8 function(data, textStatus) {

9 $.each(data, function(index, user){

10 $("#ulUsers").append(

11 $("<li></li>").text(

12 user.name + " is " +

13 user.age + " years old"));

14 });

15 },

16 "json" );

17 });

18 </script>

Figure 1: An example from a jQuery tutorial

• We present polynomial-time inclusion decision rules for
the regular expressions and prove their soundness and
completeness with respect to the actual inclusion relation.
To the best of our knowledge, no work has presented
tractable inclusion decision rules for them.

• We have implemented the new domain as an extension
of SAFE. We make the implementation of the extended
SAFE open to the public [12].

• We evaluate the extension by analyzing 61 programs
that use jQuery and show that the technique significantly
improves the scalability and precision of SAFE.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an example showing challenges in existing static an-
alyzers, and informally describes the new domain. In Sec-
tion 3, we formalize the concrete semantics and the existing
analysis model of JavaScript strings and objects. Sections 4
and 5 formally present the regular expression domain and
its inclusion rules, and Section 6 evaluates the domain with
respect to analysis scalability and precision. Finally, we dis-
cuss related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2. Motivation
This section shows an example code that significantly de-
grades analysis precision and scalability of a state-of-the-art
JavaScript static analyzer and describes our solution.

2.1 Example
Figure 1 shows a simple program from a jQuery tutorial1,
which contains 18 lines of code that updates the contents
in the <ul> tag (line 3) with data received from a server
using an AJAX request. The program first loads a jQuery
library (lines 1∼2) and registers an anonymous function as a
callback (line 5) to be called once a browser has completed
loading the document; when this callback is called, using

1 http://www.jquery-tutorial.net/ajax/

requesting-a-file-from-a-different-domain-using-jsonp

1 expando: "jQuery" +

2 (jQuery.fn.jquery + Math.random()) ...

3 jsc = jQuery.now(), ...

4 jsonpCallback: function() {

5 return jQuery.expando + "_" + (jsc++);

6 } ...

7 jQuery.ajaxPrefilter("json jsonp",

8 function (...) { ...

9 jsonpCallback = ... s.jsonpCallback() ...

10 previous = window[jsonpCallback], ...

11 window[jsonpCallback] = function() { ... }; ...

12 jqXHR.always(function() { ...

13 window[jsonpCallback] = previous; ... }) ...

14 });

Figure 2: An excerpt from jQuery 1.7.0

$.get (line 6) it receives JSON data from a server url at
lines 6 and 7 and passes the data to the handler at lines 8∼15;
then the handler creates <li> tags with the user information
inside the <ul> tag (lines 11∼13). Hence, if a server provides
the following JSON data,

[{"name":"John Doe","age":42},

{"name":"Jane Doe","age":39}]

then, the program creates the following tags with the data as
the result of the program:

<li> John Doe is 42 years old </li>

<li> Jane Doe is 39 years old </li>

2.2 Challenges in Static Analysis
Statically analyzing the $ function in jQuery requires high
analysis precision because it behaves differently for different
argument values. For example, the $ calls at lines 5, 10, and
11 in Figure 1 perform different tasks; the first registers its
argument function as a load event handler, the second finds
a DOM element with the ulUsers id, and the third creates a
new DOM element with the <li> tag. Since SAFE supports
flow-sensitive and context-sensitive analyses, it can analyze
different behaviors of the $ function with high precision.

However, SAFE fails to analyze the simple program in
Figure 1 within the timeout of 10 hours. Figure 2 shows an
excerpt from jQuery 1.7.0 where the anonymous function
at line 8 is called to install a callback function with an ap-
pointed name before the actual AJAX request. In the case
of the example in Figure 1, since the program does not ap-
point any name for a callback function by "callback=?"

(line 7 of Figure 1), jQuery gives a random name by call-
ing jsonpCallback (line 4), which returns a string that re-
sults from concatenating the values of jQuery.expando,
" ", and jsc; lines 1,2 and 3 show the definitions of
jQuery.expando and jsc that have string values with a
random number postfixed and a number representation of
the current time, respectively. Then, it makes a backup for
the old value with the name jsonpCallback (line 10), in-
stalls a new callback function (line 11), and restores the old
value after the request is done (line 13).
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Note that existing static analyzers for JavaScript ap-
plications approximate concatenation of a string and a
statically indeterminate number string like the results of
Math.random() and jQuery.now() as the string value that
may become any string; from now on, we call such a value
⊺s. Then, the analysis result of jsonpCallback at line 9
is ⊺s, and that of previous at line 10 is a combined value
of all global variable values including global functions, be-
cause the window object represents a global scope object
in JavaScript and thus window[jsonpCallback] accesses
all global variables. What is worse, this imprecise value is
assigned to each global variable at line 13 polluting all vari-
ables at the global scope. We found that a subsequent global
function call is resolved into 69 possible calls incurring a
huge computation overhead during analysis to reach a fix-
point. The problem lies in that the JavaScript static analyzers
use simple variants of the constant string lattice domain. Us-
ing such simple domains, analyzers often approximate the
value of jsonpCallback as ⊺s losing the information from
the concatenation that the value should include " ".

A fundamental solution may be to use a more expressive
domain but we found that all 12 string domains suggested
by Madsen and Andreasen [16] are not sufficient to solve the
problem. A character inclusion domain [16] can express the
inclusion of " " in jsonpCallback, but it cannot express
jQuery.expando at line 1, which jQuery frequently uses as
a key to property accesses. In this case, the prefix domain
would be helpful since we can use the prefix "jQuery".
However, unlike the character inclusion domain, it cannot
express the inclusion of " " in jsonpCallback. All 12
string domains in the previous work [16] fail to express both
information for jsonpCallback and expando.

2.3 Regular Expression Domain
As a solution, we present a novel abstract string domain that
has regular expressions as its elements. The domain is ex-
pressive enough to represent prefix, infix, and postfix sub-
strings and even their sets. It contains a special element ⋆,
which is regarded as ⊺s but may be concatenated with other
constant strings improving the expressiveness. For example,
the abstract values for jsonpCallback and expando in the
previous example have "⋆_⋆" and "jQuery⋆" in our do-
main, respectively, where ⋆matches any strings. Then, when
an analyzer uses the values as keys to property accesses, it
accesses only such properties that match the given regular
expressions. In this way, the analyzer, remaining sound, can
increase not only the analysis precision but also its perfor-
mance getting benefits from the improved precision. As for
the example in Figure 1, when we apply the new domain to
SAFE, it completes the analysis within 9 minutes with pre-
cise analysis results that approximate each global function
call as one correct function call. In the next sections, we for-
malize the domain in abstract interpretation and show that it
significantly improves the scalability and precision of an ex-
isting static analyzer in analyzing programs that use jQuery.

obj, o ∈Object = String →Value
PropRead ∈Object × String →Value
PropWrite ∈Object × String ×Value→Object

PropRead(obj, x) =

{ obj(x) if x ∈ dom(obj)
undefined otherwise

PropWrite(obj, x, v) =

{ (obj ∖ [x↦ obj(x)]) ∗ [x↦ v] if x ∈ dom(obj)
obj ∗ [x↦ v] otherwise

Figure 3: JavaScript objects and object property read/write

PropReadSet ∈ ℘(Object) × ℘(String)→ ℘(Value)
PropWriteSet
∈ ℘(Object) × ℘(String) × ℘(Value)→ ℘(Object)

StrConcatSet ∈ ℘(String) × ℘(String)→ ℘(String)

PropReadSet(oset, sset)
= {PropRead(o, x) ∣ o ∈ oset ∧ x ∈ sset}

PropWriteSet(oset, sset, vset)
= {PropWrite(o, x, v) ∣ o ∈ oset ∧ x ∈ sset ∧ v ∈ vset}

StrConcatSet(sset1, sset2)
= {s1 ⊕ s2 ∣ s1 ∈ sset1 ∧ s2 ∈ sset2}

Figure 4: Property read/write operations on objects and
string concatenation in collecting semantics

3. Formal Description
We formally present a simplified semantics of property read
and write operations of objects in JavaScript and describe an
existing static analysis model for them, which are commonly
used in JSAI, SAFE, and TAJS. For presentation brevity,
we omit internal properties in objects and prototype-related
parts in the formalization. Note that our implementation
addresses them as well using the existing support from the
baseline SAFE analyzer.

3.1 Concrete Semantics of JavaScript Objects
Figure 3 presents definitions of JavaScript objects and their
property read and write operations using the following:

dom(obj) : returns a set of all domain elements of obj

obj ∗ [x↦ v] : adds a map element [x↦ v] to obj

obj ∖ [x↦ v] : deletes a map element [x↦ v] from obj.

An object maps strings to values, Value, and the property
read and write operations are functions from a pair of an
object and a string to a value (PropRead) and from a tu-
ple of an object, a string, and a value to an updated object
(PropWrite), respectively. Note that, in JavaScript, an ab-
sent property read gives the undefined value and an absent
property write adds a new property to the target object. Fig-
ure 4 shows lifted property read and write operations for ob-
jects and string concatenation in collecting semantics; we
use ℘(S) for the power set of the set S and ⊕ for string con-
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(abstraction) αs ∈ ℘(String)↦ ˆString

(concretization) γs ∈ ˆString ↦ ℘(String)

αs(sset) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

�s if sset = {}
x if sset = {x}
⊺s otherwise

γs(ŝ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

{} if ŝ = �s
{x} if ŝ = x
String if ŝ = ⊺s

ˆStrConcat(ŝ1, ŝ2) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

�s if ŝ1 = �s ∨ ŝ2 = �s
x1 ⊕ x2 if γs(ŝ1) = {x1} ∧ γs(ŝ2) = {x2}
⊺s otherwise

Figure 5: Galois connection of strings and abstract string
concatenation

catenation. The collecting semantics approximates all possi-
ble result values of operations on a given program point in
all reachable execution traces. For example, on a certain pro-
gram point with a PropRead operation, if possible input val-
ues for PropRead in all execution are two objects, [a ↦ 1]
and [b ↦ 2], and two property names, “a” and “b”, then
PropReadSet produces {1,2,undefined} that contains result
values from all combinations of the input values. Through-
out this paper, we present only the string concatenation ⊕ as
a representative string operation.

3.2 Static Analysis Model
We present an analysis model of strings and objects com-
monly used in existing analyzers, and we formalize them in
the abstract interpretation framework [6].

Abstract strings. An abstract string domain denoted by
ˆString is the constant string lattice domain whose element

is either ⊺s, a constant string, or �s; intuitively, ⊺s means
any string, a constant means a single concrete string, and �s
no string. The elements have the following order relation ⊑s:

ŝ1 ⊑s ŝ2 ⇔ (ŝ1 = �s ∨ ŝ2 = ⊺s ∨ ŝ1 = ŝ2).

The domain is the one that JSAI, SAFE, and TAJS com-
monly support while they provide variants of it. All of them
have additional elements that represent any number strings
and any non-number strings to distinguish property names
for arrays, JSAI has another element to represent built-in
property names of JavaScript objects. We omit the details
of the variants because they still have the same problem de-
scribed in Section 2.2 as the base constant domain does. Fig-
ure 5 shows the definitions of two translation functions αs

and γs. It is trivial to show that these two functions satisfy
the following Galois connection condition:

THEOREM 1. (Galois connection of strings)
∀s ∈ ℘(String), ŝ ∈ ˆString ∶ αs(s) ⊑s ŝ⇐⇒ s ⊆ γs(ŝ).

�o, ô = ⟨propmap, ˆsum,defset⟩ ∈ ˆObject =
{�o} ∪ ((String ↦ ˆValue) × ˆValue × ℘(String))
αv ∈ ℘(Value)→ ˆValue

γv ∈ ˆValue→ ℘(Value)
αo ∈ ℘(Object)→ ˆObject

γo ∈ ˆObject→ ℘(Object)
Propmap(⟨propmap, ˆsum,defset⟩) = propmap
Summary(⟨propmap, ˆsum,defset⟩) = ˆsum
Defset(⟨propmap, ˆsum,defset⟩) = defset

ô1 ⊑o ô2 ⇔ (ô1 = �o ∨ (ô1 ≠ �o ∧ ô2 ≠ �o ∧
⊔v{Propmap(ô1)(s) ∣

s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô1)) ∖ dom(Propmap(ô2))}
⊑v Summary(ô2)

∧ ∀s ∈ (dom(Propmap(ô1)) ∩ dom(Propmap(ô2))) ∶
Propmap(ô1)(s) ⊑v Propmap(ô2)(s)

∧ Summary(ô1) ⊑v Summary(ô2)
∧ Defset(ô2) ⊆ Defset(ô1)))

ô1 ⊔o ô2 =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if ô1 = �o, ô2
if ô2 = �o, ô1
otherwise,

⟨ {[s↦ (Propmap(ô1)(s) ⊔v Propmap(ô2)(s))] ∣
s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô1)) ∨ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô2))},

Summary(ô1) ⊔v Summary(ô2),
Defset(ô1) ∩Defset(ô2) ⟩

αo(oset) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if oset = {}, �o
otherwise,

⟨ {[s↦ αv({o2(s) ∣ o2 ∈ oset ∧ s ∈ dom(o2)})]
∣ o ∈ oset ∧ s ∈ dom(o)},

�v, ⋂{dom(o) ∣ o ∈ oset} ⟩
γo(ô) = ⋃{oset ∣ αo(oset) ⊑ ô}

Figure 6: Abstract objects and Galois connection of objects

ˆStrConcat in Figure 5 defines the abstract string concate-
nation on the abstract string domain. Note that while this
operation gives a precise result only when both of two ar-
guments indicate constant string values, it returns the impre-
cise ⊺s value when either of two arguments is ⊺s. Then the
imprecise value may flow into a key for property accesses
in objects and incur a huge performance overhead due to
the state explosion such as the one described in Section 2.
We can prove that the function ˆStrConcat is monotone and
a sound approximation of StrConcatSet. Formal theorems
and their proofs are publicly available [12].

Abstract objects. Figure 6 shows the definition of abstract
objects. An abstract object ô is either a bottom object (�o)
or a tuple of a property map (propmap), a summary abstract
value ( ˆsum), and a definite set of strings (defset):
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propmap : a map from property names to abstract values;
it may have mappings for absent properties.

ˆsum : an approximate value for properties that may be
in the current object; for example, ô[⊺s] reads this value
and ô[⊺s] = v̂ updates this value instead of adding new
map elements from all strings to v̂ in propmap

defset : a set of property names that the current object
definitely should include.

The helper functions, Propmap, Summary, and Defset, are
accessors to the components of an abstract object. Figure 6
also shows the definitions of an order relation (⊑o) and a join
operation (⊔o) between abstract objects. We abuse set oper-
ations for property maps by regarding them as sets of map
elements and assume that a set of abstract values, ˆValue, is
defined as a complete lattice with the order relation ⊑v and
the join operation ⊔v .

The αo and γo functions define the Galois connection of
objects; αo abstracts a concrete object set (oset) to an ab-
stract object; if oset is an empty set, then αo abstracts it as �o
and otherwise, αo abstracts it as a tuple whose property map
is a set of map elements from all property names in objects
in oset to abstract values that approximate concrete property
values with the same property names, whose summary value
is the bottom value �v , and whose definite set of strings is
the intersection of the sets of property names in the objects
in oset. We assume the Galois connection on values, αv and
γv , and prove that αo and γo satisfy the Galois connection:

THEOREM 2. (Galois connection of objects)
∀o ∈ ℘(Object), ô ∈ ˆObject ∶ αo(o) ⊑o ô⇐⇒ o ⊆ γo(ô).

Note that the Galois connection conditions that we showed
in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are one of the requirements
in abstract interpretation to guarantee the soundness of the
analysis that uses the domain and they are used to prove the
soundness of other operations in the domain.

Abstract property read and write operations. Figure 7
shows the definitions of abstract property read ( ˆPropRead)
and write ( ˆPropWrite) operations. When reading a prop-
erty named ⊺s, ˆPropRead joins all property values and the

ˆundefined value, and returns the joined value (the first rule)
because the property name may be any string and thus it may
extract any property value as well as the undefined value; if
the property name is a constant name and the property map
of the current object has a mapping for the name, depend-
ing on whether the object definitely has the property or not,
the function returns the value from the property map (the
second rule) or returns the value joined with the summary
value and ˆundefined (the third rule); if the property name is
a constant name but it is not in the property map (the fourth
rule), the function returns a join of the summary value and

ˆundefined since the property with the given name may have
the summary value; in other cases, the function returns �v .

ˆPropRead(ô, ŝ) ∈ ˆObject × ˆString → ˆValue

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if ŝ = ⊺s,
⊔v{Propmap(ô)(s) ∣ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))}
⊔v Summary(ô) ⊔v

ˆundefined
if γs(ŝ) = {s} ∧ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))

∧ s ∈ Defset(ô),
Propmap(ô)(s)

if γs(ŝ) = {s} ∧ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))
∧ s ∉ Defset(ô),

Propmap(ô)(s) ⊔v Summary(ô) ⊔v
ˆundefined

if γs(ŝ) = {s} ∧ s ∉ dom(Propmap(ô)),
Summary(ô) ⊔v

ˆundefined
otherwise, �v

ˆPropWrite(ô, ŝ, v̂)
∈ ˆObject × ˆString × ˆValue→ ˆObject

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if ŝ = ⊺s,
⟨ {[s↦ (v̂ ⊔v v̂2)] ∣ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))

∧ v̂2 = Propmap(ô)(s)},
Summary(ô) ⊔v v̂, Defset(ô) ⟩

if γs(ŝ) = {s} ∧ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))
∧ s ∈ Defset(ô),

⟨ (Propmap(ô) ∖ [s↦ Propmap(ô)(s)]) ∗ [s↦ v̂],
Summary(ô), Defset(ô) ⟩

if γs(ŝ) = {s} ∧ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))
∧ s ∉ Defset(ô),

⟨ (Propmap(ô) ∖ [s↦ Propmap(ô)(s)])
∗ [s↦ v̂], Summary(ô), Defset(ô) ∪ {s} ⟩

if γs(ŝ) = {s} ∧ s ∉ dom(Propmap(ô)),
⟨ Propmap(ô) ∗ [s↦ v̂],

Summary(ô), Defset(ô) ∪ {s} ⟩
otherwise, �o

Figure 7: Property read/write operations on abstract objects

When writing a property with some value to an object,
if the property name is ⊺s (the first rule), ˆPropWrite weakly
updates all the property values and the summary value; if
the property name is a constant and the property map of
the object already has the property (the second and third
rules), the functions strongly update the property map of
the object with the new property information. Note that the
third rule updates the definite set of property names with
the new name stating that the updated property name now
is definitely present in the object. If the property name is a
constant but the property map of the object does not have the
property (the fourth rule), it adds the property information to
the property map with the new value and updates the definite
set of property names to include the new name; in other
cases, it returns the bottom object (�o) meaning no object.

We prove that ˆPropRead and ˆPropWrite are monotone
and sound with respect to PropReadSet and PropWriteSet,
respectively. For presentation brevity, we present only the
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soundness theorem here and make the complete formal the-
orems and their proofs publicly available [12].

THEOREM 3. (Soundness of ˆPropRead and ˆPropWrite)
(∀o ∈ ℘(Object), s ∈ ℘(String) ∶

αv(PropReadSet(o, s)) ⊑v ˆPropRead(αo(o), αs(s)))
∧
(∀o ∈ ℘(Object), s ∈ ℘(String), v ∈ ℘(Value) ∶

αo(PropWriteSet(o, s, v))
⊑o ˆPropWrite(αo(o), αs(s), αv(v))).

4. Regular Expression Domain
Now, we present a novel and sound string domain that uses
regular expressions and show how to extend the string con-
catenation and property read and write operations defined in
the previous section to the ones in the new domain.

Regular expression elements. We first define the syntax of
an atomic regular expression, A ∈ A, as follows:

A ∶∶= Empty ∣ ⋆ ∣ aA ∣ ⋆aA
where a ∈ Σ (a set of alphabets).

The domain A is a set of all atomic regular expressions
that can be produced by the production rules above. Note
that ⋆ is a special character, which is not a member of the
alphabet set (⋆ ∉ Σ) and can match any string. Then, our
regular expression domain R is a domain of atomic regular
expression sets with the following condition:

∀R ∈ R ∶ getAlphabetSet(R) ⊊ Σ

where
getAlphabetSet(R) = ⋃A∈R getAlphabets(A)
getAlphabets(A) = {} if A = Empty ∨ A = ⋆
getAlphabets(aA) = {a} ∪ getAlphabets(A)
getAlphabets(⋆aA) = {a} ∪ getAlphabets(A)

A regular expression R ∈ R semantically represents dis-
junctions over all atomic regular expressions in R. The
getAlphabetSet function simply collects all alphabets that
appear in a given regular expression and the restriction states
that the union of all alphabets that appear in our regular ex-
pressions does not make the total set of alphabets. We found
that this restriction makes inclusion decision rules between
our regular expressions simpler and faster as a polynomial-
time problem in the worst case than the one without the
restriction [7] that has the exponential-time complexity. We
explain our inclusion decision rules in the next section.

Semantics. The result of the semantic function JRK with a
regular expression R is defined as a set of all strings that R
matches and the following shows the formal definitions:

J{}K = {}
JRK = ⋃A∈RJ{A}K if ∣R∣ ≥ 2

J{Empty}K = {ε} where ε is an empty string
J{⋆}K = String

J{aA}K = {as ∣ s ∈ J{A}K}
J{⋆aA}K = {s1s2 ∣ s1 ∈ String ∧ s2 ∈ J{aA}K}

ˆNewStrConcat(R1,R2) = { A1A2 ∣ A1 ∈ R1 ∧A2 ∈ R2 }
ˆNewPropRead(ô,R) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if ô = �o ∨ R = {}, �v
if JRK is a finite set with ∣JRK∣ ≥ 1,

⊔v{ ˆPropRead(ô, αs({s})) ∣ s ∈ JRK}
otherwise,
⊔v{Propmap(ô)(s) ∣ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))

∧ s ∈ JRK}
⊔v Summary(ô) ⊔v

ˆundefined
ˆNewPropWrite(ô,R, v̂) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if ô = �o ∨R = {} ∨ v̂ = �v, �o
if JRK is a finite set with ∣JRK∣ ≥ 1,

⊔o{ ˆPropWrite(ô, αs({s}), v̂) ∣ s ∈ JRK}
otherwise,

⟨ {[s↦ Propmap(ô)(s)] ∣ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))
∧ s ∉ JRK}

∪ {[s↦ (v̂ ⊔v v̂2)] ∣ s ∈ dom(Propmap(ô))
∧ s ∈ JRK ∧ v̂2 = Propmap(ô)(s)},

Summary(ô) ⊔v v̂, DefSet(ô) ⟩
Figure 8: String concatenation, property read and write on
the regular expression domain

If R is an empty set, because it does not match any string,
the function returns an empty string set; other definitions
are by the usual definitions of disjunctions and conjunctions
of regular expressions except that Empty matches only the
empty string ε and ⋆ matches all strings.

Galois connection. We make our regular expression do-
main R as a lattice with the order relation ⊑r, which is de-
fined using the inclusion relation [8, 17] between regular ex-
pressions as follows:

R1 ⊑r R2 ⇐⇒ JR1K ⊆ JR2K

which means that the set of strings that R1 matches is a sub-
set of the set of strings that R2 matches. Note that, while
deciding the inclusion relation between general regular ex-
pressions has been known as an intractable problem with the
PSPACE-complete complexity [24], we present novel deci-
sion rules that decide the inclusion relation between our reg-
ular expressions with the polynomial-time complexity in the
next section. Now, we define the γr function to translate a
regular expression to a set of concrete strings using the se-
mantic function and the αr function to translate a set of con-
crete strings to a regular expression using γr as follows:

γr(R) = JRK
αr(sset) =

d
r{R ∣ sset ⊆ γr(R)}

We prove the αr and γr satisfy the Galois connection:

THEOREM 4. (Galois connection of regular expressions)
∀s ∈ ℘(String),R ∈ R ∶ αr(s) ⊑r R⇐⇒ s ⊆ γr(R).

Abstract operations. Note that all elements in the constant
string domain ˆString that we defined in the previous section
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can be represented using regular expressions in our new
domain. Hence, all abstract operations defined in ˆString
are re-usable in the new regular expression domain and it
is possible to refine the operations incrementally as needed.
This point can save huge amounts of modification in the
design and implementations of the existing analyzers that
use constant string domains to use the new domain.

Figure 8 shows re-defined operations in the new do-
main where a regular expression matches a finite number of
strings unless it contains ⋆. ˆNewStrConcat simply concate-
nates all atomic regular expressions in input regular expres-
sions; in this way, it can maintain substring information even
when it concatenates a random string and a constant string
unlike ˆStrConcat that loses the information. ˆNewPropRead
returns no value (�v) when the input values include no ob-
ject (�o) or no regular expression ({}) in the first rule and
re-uses ˆPropRead when the set of strings that the given regu-
lar expression matches is non-empty and finite. The function
in the last rule retrieves all property values whose names
match the given regular expression and soundly joins all
the values with the summary value of the input object and

ˆundefined. Similarly, ˆNewPropWrite returns no object (�o)
with abnormal input values and re-uses ˆPropWrite when the
set of strings that the given regular expression matches is
non-empty and finite. In the other case, it weakly updates the
values of the properties whose names match the regular ex-
pression (s ∈ JRK). Note that for the properties whose names
do not match the regular expression (s ∉ JRK), it keeps the
original values (Propmap(ô)(s)).

The operations in Figure 8 are monotone and sound ap-
proximation of their corresponding concrete operations:

THEOREM 5. (Soundness of ˆNewPropRead
and ˆNewPropWrite)

(∀o ∈ ℘(Object), s ∈ ℘(String) ∶
αv(PropReadSet(o, s)) ⊑v ˆNewPropRead(αo(o), αr(s)))
∧
(∀o ∈ ℘(Object), s ∈ ℘(String), v ∈ ℘(Value) ∶
αo(PropWriteSet(o, s, v))

⊑o ˆNewPropWrite(αo(o), αr(s), αv(v))).

The proof is publicly available [12].

5. Inclusion Decision Rules for Regular
Expressions

Recall that we define the order relation ⊑r between our
regular expressions using the inclusion relation as follows:

R1 ⊑r R2 ⇐⇒ JR1K ⊆ JR2K.

Implementing an inclusion decision algorithm is necessary
to practically use regular expression domains in sound static
analysis, but as we mentioned in the previous section, the de-
cision problem for general regular expressions is intractable.
While the literature [8, 17] discovered some tractable cases
with restricted subsets of regular expressions, we present

Auxiliary Functions

pruneNonStar(R) = {⋆aA ∣ ⋆aA ∈ R}
pruneHead(a, R) = pruneNonStar(R) ∪

{A ∣ aA ∈ R ∨ ⋆aA ∈ R}
Inclusion Decision Rules
R1 ≤r R2 means R2 includes R1.

INCLSTAR
⋆ ∈ R2

R1 ≤r R2
INCLEMPTYSET

⋆ ∉ R
{} ≤r R

INCLLSET
⋆ ∉ R2 ∣R1∣≥2 ∀A∈R1 ∶ {A} ≤r R2

R1 ≤r R2

INCLEMPTY
⋆ ∉ R Empty ∈ R

{Empty} ≤r R

INCLAREG
⋆ ∉ R {A} ≤r pruneHead(a, R)

{aA} ≤r R

INCLSTARREG
⋆ ∉ R {aA} ≤r pruneNonStar(R)

{⋆aA} ≤r R

Figure 9: Inclusion decision rules for regular expressions in R

novel decision rules for another subset of regular expres-
sions, which has the polynomial-time complexity.

Figure 9 shows the definition of the decision relation ≤r.
Let us consider core rules first using the {⋆aa} ≤r {⋆a, b}
example. The INCLSTARREG rule prunes the atomic regular
expression b in {⋆a, b} using pruneNonStar because b can
never include ⋆aa, and then it tries to decide {aa} ≤r {⋆a}
since if ⋆a includes aa, it also includes ⋆aa. Next, the
INCLAREG rule matches the first character a in aa with
⋆a and removes the matched parts in them, and then the
decision depends on that of the remaining parts, {a} ≤r
{⋆a,Empty}. Note that pruning the matched part a in {⋆a}
by pruneHead produces {⋆a,Empty} because {⋆a} is se-
mantically equivalent to {⊺ ⋆ a, a} if ⊺ means a regular ex-
pression that matches any single character, and pruning a in
{⊺⋆ a, a} produces {⋆a,Empty}. Likewise, the INCLAREG
rule re-applies to {a} ≤r {⋆a,Empty} again and prunes the
head a in both {a} and {⋆a,Empty} leaving the decision
{Empty} ≤r {⋆a,Empty}. Finally, the INCLEMPTY rule ac-
cepts the decision since Empty ∈ {⋆a,Empty}.

The rest are trivial. The INCLSTAR rule states that a
regular expression that contains ⋆ includes any regular ex-
pression, and the other 5 rules handle the cases where R2

in R1 ≤r R2 does not have ⋆. The INCLEMPTYSET and
INCLLSET rules are when the size of R1 in R1 ≤r R2 is
0 and bigger than 1, respectively; the former states that any
regular expression includes no regular expression ({}) and
the latter states that if R2 includes all atomic regular expres-
sions inR1, it includesR1 as well. Note that {⋆} ≤r R2 does
not hold unless R2 contains ⋆. This is because of the restric-
tion, ∀R ∈ R ∶ getAlphabetSet(R) ⊊ Σ, that we defined in
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the previous section; thanks to the restriction, it is impos-
sible without ⋆ to make syntactically different but semanti-
cally equivalent regular expressions with {⋆}. We found that
the restriction makes the decision rules and related proofs
simpler with the smaller time complexity than without the
restriction. The decision rules exactly capture the inclusion
relation between regular expressions in the domain:

THEOREM 6. (Soundness and completeness of R1 ≤r R2)
∀R1 ∈ R,R2 ∈ R ∶ JR1K ⊆ JR2K⇐⇒ R1 ≤r R2.

Now, we state the complexity of the decision rules. First,
auxiliary functions pruneHead(a,R) and pruneNonStar(R)
can be computed in O(∣R∣) time by choosing a suitable set
data structure whose membership and union operations take
O(1) and O(n) time, respectively, when n is the size of the
set. Consider a relation {A} ≤r R. If ∣A∣ ≤ 1, then we can de-
cide it in O(1) time (by INCLEMPTYSET or INCLEMPTY).
Otherwise, ∣A∣ ≥ 2 and we use the rule INCLAREG or
INCLSTARREG. The maximum size of the set obtained by
repeatedly applying pruneHead and pruneNonStar to R is
bounded by ∣R∣ ⋅ maxA′∈R ∣A′∣ where maxA′∈R ∣A′∣ chooses
the maximum of the lengths of atomic regular expressions in
R. Since the size ofA decreases by 1 in the rules INCLAREG
and INCLSTARREG and both pruneHead and pruneNonStar
functions can be computed inO(∣R∣⋅maxA′∈R ∣A′∣) time, we
can decide a relation {A} ≤r R in O(∣A∣ ⋅ ∣R∣ ⋅maxA′∈R ∣A′∣)
time. Therefore, we can decide a relation R1 ≤r R2 in
O(∣R1∣ ⋅maxA∈R1 ∣A∣ ⋅ ∣R2∣ ⋅maxA′∈R2 ∣A′∣) time in the worst
case. More detailed and formal analysis for the time com-
plexity is available in our companion report [12].

6. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our new domain with its imple-
mentation in terms of analysis scalability and precision.

6.1 Methodology
Implementation. The prototype implementation of our do-
main extends SAFE [19, 20], which is a flow-sensitive and
context-sensitive static analyzer for JavaScript web applica-
tions that give approximate heap states at each program point
as analysis results. While SAFE supported only a variant of
a constant string domain at first with two special elements,
NumStr and OtherStr, that abstract all number strings and
all non-number strings, respectively, it has been extended
later to support a set domain whose elements are ⊺s (any
string), �s (no string), NumStr, OtherStr, and a set with
the maximum k number of concrete strings. Note that the
formalization of the regular expression domain in Section 4
does not contain NumStr and OtherStr but the implementa-
tion incorporates them, which can be also incorporated in the
formalization in a similar way that ⋆ is added in the domain.

While the regular expression domain can represent all
elements in the set domain of SAFE so that it does not re-
quire any modification in the existing abstract semantics
of string operations, we refined 5 operations to utilize the

enhanced expressivity of the new domain elements: string
concatenation, object property read, object property write,
string conversion from an object, and string conversion from
a function. We refined the first three operations as we de-
scribed in Section 4. The last two operations return string
values resulted from string conversion of an object and a
function, respectively. According to the ECMAScript spec-
ification [1], the conversion for an object returns “[object
classname]” where classname is the internal class name
of the object, and the conversion for a function returns a
source string for the function that starts with “function”
followed by an implementation-dependent string. Since
SAFE does not fully support internal class names of objects
and implementation-dependent features, it conservatively
models them as ⊺s in the set domain. However, we refined
them as “[object ⋆]” and “function⋆” in the new do-
main. Note that the refinements improve the precision of the
existing abstract semantics while preserving its soundness.
Other string operations can be refined further to achieve
even more improvements but we found that the refinements
in the 5 operations already show significant improvements
in analysis scalability and precision for SAFE. Throughout
this section, we denote by SAFEreg the implementation with
the new domain and distinguish it from the original SAFE.
We make the implementation open to the public [12].

Evaluation Methods. For evaluation target programs, we
use a program group BENCH that includes 61 JavaScript pro-
grams from a jQuery tutorial2. The literature [3, 19] also
used BENCH to evaluate JavaScript static analyzers. How-
ever, while all 61 programs in the previous work load a mod-
ified version of jQuery 1.10.0 where some statically indeter-
minate values are replaced with constant values, our target
programs all use non-modified jQuery 1.7.0 because it is the
highest version that both SAFE and TAJS can successfully
finish analysis within the timeout of 10 minutes.

For analysis scalability, we compare the analysis results
of our target programs with three static analyzers, SAFE,
SAFEreg, and TAJS. We refer interested readers to Section 7
for detailed explanation about SAFE and TAJS. As in the
evaluation of previous work [3, 19], we run three analyzers
with the target programs in the timeout of 10 minutes and
count the number of programs whose analyses successfully
complete within the timeout with normal exit heaps. In addi-
tion, we measure analysis time in analyzing 10 sample pro-
grams in BENCH to check how the new domain affects the
analysis performance of SAFE in detail.

For analysis precision, we compare SAFE and SAFEreg

with the analysis results of 10 sample programs. We exclude
TAJS for the comparison of analysis precision because fair
measurement of analysis precision requires knowledge of
analysis internals. We use the following three criteria that
a previous work [20] used to measure analysis precision:

2 http://www.jquery-tutorial.net
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Group Success (#)
(# of programs) SAFE SAFEreg TAJS
BENCH (61) 27 40 2

Table 1: Numbers of successful analysis results in 10 min.

• MD : the number of object dereference points with mul-
tiple object values

• MC : the number of calls with multiple function values
• PR : the number of object property accesses with a prop-

erty name approximated as non-constant

Lower MD, MC, and PR mean more precise analysis re-
sults. For example, for a method invocation obj[x](), if
the analysis result of the object dereference point obj con-
tains multiple objects, MD includes it; if the analysis result
of the method obj[x] contains multiple functions, MC in-
cludes it; if the analysis result of the object property name x
is not a constant, PR includes it.

We performed all experiments on a Linux x64 machine
with 3.4GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 32GB memory, and all
figures in the results are averaged over those from 5 runs.

6.2 Experimental Results
Scalability. Table 1 shows how many programs among 61
target programs in the BENCH group SAFE, SAFEreg, and
TAJS successfully finish analysis within the timeout of 10
minutes. While SAFE and TAJS complete the analysis of
27 and 2 programs, respectively, SAFEreg performs the best
with the complete analysis results of 40 programs. Table 2
shows detailed analysis results of 10 sample programs in
the BENCH group. The first 5 programs are those that both
SAFE and SAFEreg successfully analyze within the timeout
and the last 5 are those that only SAFEreg successfully ana-
lyzes. The second and sixth columns of the table show anal-
ysis time that SAFE and SAFEreg took to analyze each target
program. We denote the timeout result by 7. On average, the
new domain reduced the analysis time of SAFE from 101.86
to 65.05 seconds for the first 5 programs and from minimum
10 minutes to 198.75 seconds for the rest 5 programs. Note
that 4.html is the motivating example that we presented in
Section 2 and we described that its analysis did not com-
plete within 10 hours in SAFE. The regular expression do-
main can cause performance overhead as we discuss in the
next section. However, this result demonstrates that the new
domain significantly improves the scalability of an existing
analyzer in analyzing jQuery programs rather than causing
extra performance overhead.

Precision. Table 2 shows analysis precision of SAFE and
SAFEreg in analyzing 10 sample programs. For the first 5
programs that SAFE successfully analyzes within the time-
out, SAFEreg shows relatively small improvement compared
to the results for the rest 5 programs because SAFE already
shows reasonable analysis precision. While MC remains the

same in both analyzers, MD and PR decreased from 21 and
13 to 12 and 5, respectively, on average in SAFEreg. On the
other hand, for the rest 5 programs that only SAFEreg suc-
cessfully analyzes within the timeout, SAFEreg shows great
improvement. On average, it reduces MD, MC, and PR from
218, 50, and 40 to 23, 3, and 16, respectively. This result
demonstrates not only that improving analysis precision also
improves analysis scalability but also that the regular expres-
sion domain significantly improves analysis precision of an
existing analyzer. Note that refining more string operations
may further enhance the improvement in analysis scalability
and precision shown in this section.

6.3 Discussion
Limitations and threats to validity. Analysis results in the
regular expression domain are always more precise than or
as precise as those in constant and set string domains since
the domain includes all elements in the other two domains
with additional regular expression elements that refine the
⊺s element of the other two domains. However, generally
speaking, the domain can cause extra performance overhead;
while the decision complexity for order relations between el-
ements in constant and set domains is constant and linear, re-
spectively, the complexity for the regular expression domain
is biquadratic depending on the number and the maximum
length of atomic regular expressions. But because more im-
precise results can incur more performance overhead, if the
performance benefits from improved precision are bigger
than the performance overhead by the order relation deci-
sion, the new domain leads to faster analysis than the other
two. We demonstrated such cases in the previous section.

A possible threat to validity of our results is that we used
simple programs that use jQuery on the experiment and thus
conclusions drawn from the results may not hold in real-
world applications. However, even state-of-the-art static an-
alyzers such as SAFE and TAJS are not able to analyze such
simple programs because of the dynamic natures of jQuery.
We believe that making existing analysis scalable enough to
analyze simple programs is an essential step towards scal-
able analysis of real-world applications, and our technique
contributes to it. Another threat is that analysis results re-
garded as successful in SAFE and TAJS may not be sound
because of possible unsoundness in the implementation of
SAFE and TAJS. Although SAFE and TAJS provide com-
prehensive models of browser environments [10, 20], analy-
sis of programs that use unmodeled features may yield un-
sound results. However, since it is orthogonal to the tech-
nique presented in this paper, we assume that the base ana-
lyzers provide sound analysis results for target programs.

Other causes for scalability problems. We investigated
why SAFEreg still could not complete the analysis of some
programs within 10 minutes and observed two reasons: 1)
a sound event system in SAFE and 2) statically indeter-
minate values in AJAX communication. The SAFE event
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Target SAFE SAFEreg

Program Time (s) MD (#) MC (#) PR (#) Time (s) MD (#) MC (#) PR (#)

1.html 120.07 24 3 12 82.72 16 3 5
10.html 112.90 24 3 12 75.73 16 3 5
20.html 93.72 20 3 12 57.04 9 3 5
30.html 93.86 18 3 12 57.54 9 3 5
54.html 88.75 17 3 16 52.23 9 3 6

Average 101.86 21 3 13 65.05 12 3 5

4.html 7 321 159 41 483.60 16 3 8
29.html 7 208 55 29 113.83 23 3 10
35.html 7 200 32 42 99.58 26 3 22
57.html 7 180 3 43 147.93 25 3 20
60.html 7 181 3 43 148.84 25 3 20

Average 7 218 50 40 198.75 23 3 16

Table 2: Analysis time and precision of SAFE and SAFEreg for 10 jQuery tutorial programs with the timeout of 10 minutes.

system that approximates all possible execution sequences
of registered event handlers and AJAX communication that
receives arbitrary values produce over-approximate values,
which cause scalability problems. We believe that more elab-
orate event analysis systems and developers’ hints for values
from AJAX communication would alleviate the problems.

Analysis of non-jQuery programs. We further evaluated
our regular expression domain with 21 non-jQuery bench-
marks from a previous work [13]; the benchmarks consist
of 7 benchmarks from SunSpider and V8, 7 Firefox browser
addons, and 7 programs from open source JavaScript frame-
works and their test suites3. While the regular expression do-
main can cause performance overhead, we found that it only
causes negligible overhead in analyzing the target bench-
marks. Both SAFE and SAFEreg could not complete 3 pro-
grams within the timeout of 10 minutes, but the average anal-
ysis time over the results finished in 10 minutes were 49.02
(min.: 0.64, max.: 575.58, median: 4.04, standard deviation:
136.20) and 49.45 (min.: 0.63, max.:576.67, median: 4.09,
standard deviation: 136.37) seconds in SAFE and SAFEreg,
respectively. As for precision, the analysis results from all
targets showed the same MD, MC, and PR in SAFE and
SAFEreg. We believe that this is because we refined only 5
string operations where only 3 operations introduce regular
expression elements and the targets do not use them much.

We found that evaluating our domain with real-world ap-
plications such as web pages is premature because analysis
of such applications involves many challenges such as AJAX
communication and heavy user interaction by events, which
are beyond the scope of this paper. Although static analy-
sis for JavaScript does not scale to real-world applications
yet, we believe that our domain itself in SAFEreg would not
cause much performance overhead compared to constant and
set domains in deciding order relations between elements.

3 http://www.defensivejs.com, http://linqjs.codeplex.com

As we discussed before, the complexity of the order decision
depends on the number and maximum length of atomic regu-
lar expressions, which we expect to be small numbers due to
only 3 operations that introduce simple regular expressions.
However, with more operations that can introduce complex
regular expressions, the domain can cause more overhead,
where it is possible to restrict such numbers as some maxi-
mum values to minimize the complexity in the domain.

7. Related Work
JavaScript static analysis frameworks. SAFE [14, 19],
JSAI [13], and TAJS [3, 9] are JavaScript static analyzers
that produce approximate heap information at each program
point. All of them faithfully model the ECMAScript seman-
tics with some built-in function modeling. In addition, SAFE
and TAJS provide a comprehensive modeling of browser en-
vironments [10, 20] to analyze web applications. While they
use different lattice domains for abstract values, we formal-
ized the conceptually common model of strings, objects, and
main operations on them in Section 3.

SAFE and TAJS have made significant progress in ana-
lyzing jQuery. Loop-sensitive analysis (LSA) of SAFE [19]
significantly improves the analysis precision and the scal-
ability enough to analyze all released versions of jQuery
within a practical time limit. We have applied the new do-
main to SAFE with LSA, and we showed that the domain
further improves its precision and scalability. TAJS [3] can
analyze 11 out of all 12 released jQuery 1.x versions within
one minute. But the experiments used modified versions
of jQuery where some statically indeterminate values like
Math.random() were replaced with constant values. We
found that TAJS can analyze 4 out of 12 jQuery 1.x versions
within 10 minutes when it analyzes non-modified jQuery.

WALA [22, 23] supports static pointer analysis of Java
and JavaScript programs. It can analyze 3 versions of jQuery.
While we can apply our regular expression domain to WALA
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as well, we did not consider WALA because SAFE and
WALA provide different information as analysis results as
heap approximation and pointer information, respectively.

Dynamic object and jQuery typing. Politz et al. [21] pre-
sented a type system for dynamic objects commonly used in
dynamic languages such as JavaScript, Python, and Ruby to
guarantee that well-typed programs do not read absent prop-
erties of objects during execution. Their object type is a map
from property names to property types where the property
names can be any patterns such as regular expressions unlike
our object model that has concrete string names for prop-
erties. Their type system parameterizes the pattern domain
with a restriction that the inclusion between patterns should
be decidable. Our regular expression domain is an instance
of the type system satisfying the restriction.

Lerner et al. [15] proposed a type system for jQuery con-
sidering it as a language. The type system has two novel
concepts, multiplicity that represents the possible size of ob-
ject collections and local structure that represents types only
for local parts of a web document that the target jQuery
program uses. The type system detects misuses of jQuery
APIs such as operations on empty object collections. How-
ever, the type system requires user annotation for the local
structure, which subsequently requires understanding of the
interaction between web documents and jQuery programs.
While our analysis does not require any user annotation, it
has higher time complexity by fixpoint computation than the
type system and it cannot handle events precisely.

String and regular expression domains. Madsen and An-
dreasen [16] suggested 12 string domains, among which 7
are new, for precise analysis of dynamic property accesses
in JavaScript. They showed that a hybrid domain of string
set, character inclusion, and string hash domains produced
the best analysis precision and scalability. However, even the
hybrid domain cannot represent string values resulted from
concatenation of a constant string with multiple characters
and a statically indeterminate value, which are frequently
used as keys to dynamic property accesses in jQuery.

Researchers have used regular expressions for Java string
analysis. Christensen et al. [5] presented a string analysis
that produces, for each string operation in a program, a regu-
lar expression that approximates string values resulted from
the operation. The analysis represents a program as a def-
use graph of string data in string operations and constructs a
multi-level finite automaton (MLFA) using the context-free
and regular grammars translated from the graph. Multiple
deterministic finite-state automata (DFA) can be derived for
each string operation from MLFA and then the regular ex-
pression that each DFA represents is an analysis result for
the result string values of the operation. The analysis does
not consider inclusion relations between regular expressions
during analysis because regular expressions appear only as
analysis results. However, the complexity of extracting DFA
is doubly exponential in the worst case while our domain re-

quires the polynomial-time complexity. In addition, the anal-
ysis requires a def-use graph for a target program, which is
still a research problem for JavaScript.

Choi et al. [4] formalized a string analysis using regu-
lar expressions in abstract interpretation like our approach.
Their regular expression domain is more expressive than
ours in that their domain allows the Kleene star operation
(*) on arbitrary combinations of regular expressions while
ours allows it only on disjunctions over all alphabets. They
also presented complex widening rules to minimize preci-
sion loss by join operations on regular expressions. While
we define the order relation between regular expressions us-
ing the inclusion relation between them, they do not present
how to decide the relation. Note that, without the order rela-
tion decision, the analysis may perform unnecessary widen-
ing for regular expressions already in the order relation.

Regular expression inclusion. To use regular expressions
in a sound way as elements of abstract string domains, one
should define the order relation between regular expressions
using the inclusion relation between them. If one regular
expression R1 includes another R2, it means that a set of
all strings that R1 matches includes a set of all strings that
R2 matches. However, deciding inclusion for general regu-
lar expressions has been known as a problem in PSPACE-
complete [24]. Fortunately, previous work [2, 18] has found
tractable cases for some restricted subset of regular expres-
sions and Martens et al. [17] studied the complexity of inclu-
sion for various subsets of regular expressions including pre-
viously known tractable cases. According to the study, sur-
prisingly, inclusion decision between elements in a simple
domain whose element is a sequence of a and (a1∣...∣an)∗
(a, ai, and an are alphabets with n ≥ 1 and ∣ and ∗ are usual
disjunction and Kleene star operations) already reaches the
maximum complexity, PSPACE-complete. To the best of
our knowledge, the complexity of inclusion for our regu-
lar expressions is previously unknown, and we presented
polynomial-time inclusion decision rules for them.

Other applications. Regular expressions are widely used
in various applications including pattern matching with
strings. Regular expressions for string matching are of-
ten called regexes and supported by many languages such
as Perl, JavaScript, and Ruby. Regexes are used to detect
SQL injection attacks4 by checking if a user input contains
SQL specific meta-characters and commands. Because most
regexes implementations include non-regular features, they
are more expressive than ours but with higher complexity.

Another well-studied example is XML type checking us-
ing regular expression types to describe XML types such as
DTD and XML Schema. Regular expression types [7] con-
sist of primitive types, pair types, recursive types, and union
types, and they subsume our regular expressions. While we

4 http://www.symantec.com/connect/articles/

detection-sql-injection-and-cross-site-scripting-attacks
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can use regular expression types, the complexity of their in-
clusion relation is much higher as EXPTIME-complete. In-
stead, we devised a subclass of regular expressions that is
simple but powerful enough for our problem and whose in-
clusion relation can be efficiently decided in PTIME.

8. Conclusion
We proposed a novel abstract string domain whose elements
are simple regular expressions for precise and scalable static
analysis of jQuery, the most popular JavaScript library. The
domain is expressive enough to represent prefix, infix, and
postfix substrings of a string and even their sets. In a theoret-
ical aspect, we formalized the domain and related operations
in abstract interpretation with the soundness proofs. In a
practical aspect, we formally presented polynomial-time in-
clusion decision rules between the regular expressions with
the soundness and completeness theorems for the implemen-
tation of the domain. We have implemented the domain as an
extension of SAFE and demonstrated that the technique sig-
nificantly improves the scalability and precision of SAFE in
analyzing 61 programs that use jQuery. We make the formal
proofs and the implementation open to the public.
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